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INTRODUCTION

Let E be a separable reflexive Banach space and consider the Cauchy
problem
x(0) = x0 E E,

i(f) E&(t)),

(1.1)

where F is a Hausdorff continuous multifunction
with closed, bounded
values. In this paper we prove the local existence of a solution of (1.1 ),
assuming that the convex closure of F(x,,) has finite codimension. More
precisely, we assume the existence of a closed affine subspace E, G E with
finite codimension, such that the interior of E. n E6 F(x,) relative to E,, is
nonempty. Two special cases deserve mention. If the interior of W F(x,) is
nonempty, the above condition holds with E. = E. On the other hand, if E
is finite dimensional, every continuous multifunction
F satisfies our condition. Indeed, one can always select an element you 4x0) and set
E,,= {y,}. The present result therefore contains the theorems of De Blasi
and Pianigiani [7] and of Filippov [S], both as special cases.
For a map F whose values are convex sets with finite codimension, the
Cauchy problem (1.1) was recently studied by A. Cortesi [4]. To remove
the convexity assumption, we rely on a generalized version of Baire’s
category theorem, which will also be proved in this paper. Together with
( 1.1 ), we consider the problem
i(t)~W

F(x(t)),

x(0)=x0.

(1.2)
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The family S of all solutions of (1.2), on a suitable interval [0, r], is nonempty and closed in the metric of uniform convergence. We will show that
the set S,- of all x E S which are solutions of (1.1) is a subset of second
category in S (in a generalized sense). This will imply that S, is nonempty.
The possibility of using a category argument, in order to prove the
existence of solutions of a Cauchy problem, was first suggested by a paper
of Cellina [3]. This research program was pursued in a series of articles by
De Blasi and Pianigiani [5-73. A remarkable feature of their results is that
the compactness assumptions on F, which are present in most of the
previous papers [2, 12, 14, 151, can be entirely avoided here.
In the current literature, solutions of a Cauchy problem are often
obtained by means of the Contraction
Mapping
Principle or by an
application of Schauder’s fixed point theorem. Compared with these other
techniques for proving existence, Baire’s theorem reaches a much stronger
conclusion: the solution set is not only nonempty, but everywhere dense. In
practice, this additional
feature is often an inconvenience, because it
severely restricts the range of applicability of the method. For instance, it is
known [13] that the set S, of solutions of (1.1) may not be dense on the
set S of solutions of (1.2). Therefore, S, is not of second category in S, in
general, and a straightforward application of Baire’s theorem is doomed to
fail. To avoid this difficulty, in [7] the authors choose a closed subset
S* E S (by an educated guess) and prove that S, contains a subset of
second category in S*. In the present paper, this same technical problem is
solved by using a more flexible version of Baire’s theorem. Under suitable
assumptions, we prove that a sequence of open sets has a nonempty intersection, even in cases where the intersection is not everywhere dense.
Moreover, no preliminary guessing of a set S* E S contained in the closure
of S, will be needed.
The paper consists of 11 sections. Notations and basic definitions are
contained in Section 2. Our main theorem, together with an equivalent
result, is stated in Section 3. A “multivalued”
version of Baire’s theorem,
with compact sets playing the role of points, is proved in Section 4.
Section 5 contains a review of techniques and results from [7], for later
use. An outline of the basic ideas involved in the proof of the main theorem
can be found at the beginning of Section 6. The actual proof is given in
Section 11, while Sections 7-10 contain a number of preliminary technical
results.

2.

NOTATIONS

AND

BASIC

DEFINITIONS

In what follows, we write A and A” for the closure and the complement
of the set A, respectively, while A\B denotes a set-theoretic difference. If A
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is a subset of a metric space (S, d) and x E S, d(x, A) denotes the distance
between x and A. For r> 0 we set &A, r) = {XE S: d(x, A) 6 r} and
B(A,r)={x~S:d(x,A)<r}.
Throughout this paper, E is a separable and reflexive Banach space, with
norm 11.)I. Let X be a subset of E. The closed convex hull of X is written
WX, while, for il~lF! and YGE, AX= {lx;x~X},
X+ Y= {x+y: XEX,
y E Y 1. If X is closed and convex, a point x0 E X is strongly exposed if there
exists a continuous linear functional $: E + R such that (i) $(x) < $(x0)
for every x E X with x Z-U,,; (ii) if (x,),, i is a sequence in X and 1+9(x,)+
1+5(x,), then x,, +x0. If X is also bounded, the set exp X of its strongly
exposed points is nonempty and X is the closed convex hull of exp X (see
Theorem 4 in [ 111). Notice that every strongly exposed point is also an
extremal point of X.
Let E,, be a closed afhne subspace of E and let X be a subset of E,. By
int, X we denote the set {x E X: 3s > 0 such that B(x, E) n E, E X}. If E, is
the intersection of all closed affine subspaces of E which contain X, we
define the relative interior of X as rel int X= intEx X. When XG E is
convex, we say that X has finite codimension if there exists an affine
subspace E, with finite codimension such that int, (Xn E,,) # Qr.
Let X, Y be nonempty, bounded subsets of a Banach space Z. We define
the Hausdorff distance h between X and Y as h(X, Y) = inf{s > 0:
is a metric on the space of the nonempty
XGB(Y,E),
YGB(X,&)}:h(.,.)
closed and bounded subsets of Z. Let S be a metric space. A multivalued
function G: S + Z with nonempty values is
(1) Hausdorff-upper
semicontinuous
(h-u.s.c.) if Vx, E S, VE > 0,
36 > 0 such that .XE B(x,, 6) implies G(x) E B(G(x,), E);
(2) Hausdorff-lower semicontinuous (h-1.s.c.) if Vx, E S, VE > 0, 36 > 0
such that zcE B(x,, 6) implies G(x,) s B(G(x), E);
(3) Hausdorff-continuous
if Vx, E S, VE > 0, 36 > 0 such that
XE B(x,, 6) implies h(G(?r,), G(s)) < E. This holds iff G is both h-u.s.c. and
h-1.s.c.
The graph of G is the set ((x, y) E S x Z; YE G(x)}. We recall that a
multifunction G with closed graph and values contained in a compact set is
h-u.s.c. (see [ 1, Corollary 1.1.1 I). Finally, if a, b E R we write a A b for
min [a, b]. The Lebesgue measure in lRd is denoted by meas( .).

3. STATEMENT

OF THE MAIN

RESULT

THEOREM 3.1. Let E be a separable reflexive Banach space. Let F: E + E
be a Hausdorff continuous multifunction
with nonempty, closed, bounded
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values. If W F(x,) has finite codimension, then the Cauchy problem ( 1. I ) has
a CarathPodorjl solution on some positive interval [O. T].

A more precise version of this result will be actually proved. By the
assumption on E F(x,), there exists a closed afftne subspace E, E E with
finite codimension and a point y0 E int,(E,, n W F(x,)). Define the vector
space E’ = E, - y0 G E. Let E” be an algebraic supplement of E’ in E, and
denote by n’, 7~“ the canonical projections of E onto E’, E”, respectively.
Since E’ is closed and E” is finite dimensional, the projections rr’, rr” are
continuous, hence E = E’OE”
is actually a topological sum. Clearly,
rr’(yo)~intE.(rr’oW
F(x,)).
We claim that n’(lJo)EintF(rr’oW
F(x)) for
every x in a neighborhood of x0.
LEMMA 3.2. Let Y,, be a closed convex subset of a Banach space E’. if
B(y,, P)G Yo, then WY,,, P/~)G Yf or every closed convex set Y c E’ with
h( Y, Y,) < p/3. In particular,

Y has nonempty interior.

Proof:
Assume, on the contrary, that h( Y, Yo) <p/3, but w$ Y for
some o E B( yO, p/3). Let 4 be a continuous linear functional on E’, with
unit norm, which separates o from Y:

vy’4’EY.

4(YcJ+P/3’4(~)‘4(Y)?

Choose yI E B( y,,, p) such that &y,) > & y,,) + 2p/3. This implies
~IY,-Y~~~~(v~)-~(Y)~(~(Y~)-~P/~)-~(~)~P/~,
for every y E Y, hence h( Y, Y,) 2 p/3, a contradiction.

1

Since the map F is Hausdorff continuous, the same holds for the maps
X-P W F(x) and x + rr’oW F(x). The previous lemma thus implies that
the set of points (xEE: rc’(y,) E int..(n’DW F(x))) is open. Consider the
following set of assumptions:
(Al)
(A2)

x,=OE
E=E’@E”,

E,

with

continuous

projections

n’ : E + E’,

7~”:

E+Ell,

(A3) llxll = max{ Ilrr’(x)ll K, Il~“(x)ll ES.}, E” being a finite-dimensional
euclidean space,
(A4) F(x) c B(0, M- I), V?CEB(0, 2p),
(AS) 3w’~E’: oEintE(rr’oEF(x)),
VXE B(O,2p),
(A6) 0 < T< DIM.
In the setting of Theorem 3.1, by possibly translating the origin and using
an equivalent norm, the previous remarks indicate that it is always possible
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to choose suitable E’, E”, w’, 0, A4, and T such that (Al b(A6) hold.
Therefore, Theorem 3.1 is an immediate consequence of the following more
precise result.
THEOREM
3.3. Let F E + E be a Hausdorff continuous multifunction with
closed bounded values, on the separable reflexive Banach space E. If the
assumptions (Al k(A6) hold, then (1.1) has a CarathPodory solution defined
on [0, T].

4. A

GENERALIZED

CATEGORY

THEOREM

Let S be a complete metric space, and 9 = (Ki: ig Y> (f # 0)
family of nonempty compact subsets of S.
DEFINITION
4.1. A set R c S is F-rare
exists K’ E B such that K’ E B(K, E)\R.

be a

iff for every KE 4, E > 0 there

DEFINITION
4.2. A set ME S is P-meager
tably many F-rare sets.

8 it is the union of coun-

In the special case where 9 = ( {x}: _YE S} is the family of all singletons,
a subset I/G S is F-rare (P-meager) iff V is rare (meager) in the usual
sense. The following is thus an extension of Baire’s Category Theorem.
THEOREM
4.3.
More precisely,

The complement of an s-meager

S\Mn
Proof

K# 0,

set M in S is nonempty.

VKE 8.

(4.1)

It suffices to show that for every KE 9, E > 0,
S\Mn

B(K, E) # 0.

(4.2)

Let M= lJ,“=, R,, each R, being S-rare. Choose K, ~9 such that
Since K, is compact and the complement of B(K, E).is
closed, the distance
K, E B(K, s)\R,.

6=inf{d(x,

y):x~K,,

yeB’(K,

is strictly positive. Therefore, setting 6, = min(6/3,
B(K,,

26,)~

B(K, E)\R,.

E)uR,}

1 } we have
(4.3)
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By induction, construct a sequence of compact sets K,,E.F
such that 0 < 6, d l/n and

and radii 6,

B(Kn, 2S,,)c B(K,,+ ,. S,,-,)‘.,a,.

(4.4)

Of course (4.4) implies
B(K,,s,)cB(K,-,,S,-,)\R,c_B(K,,~,,S,,~,).

(4.5)

Denoting by a( V) the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness
we have
a( B( K,, 6,)) d 26, < 2/n.

of a set V,

By Kuratowski’s theorem [ 10, p. 4121, the intersection D = n;=, &K,,, 6,)
is a compact nonempty set. From (4.3) and (4.4) it now follows that
DrB(K&)\
proving the theorem.

c R, ,
( II=1
>

i

EXAMPLE.
Let S = Iw and let B be the family of compact sets consisting
of the interval [0, l] together with all singletons {x} with x2 1. Then the
set R = ( - co, 1 ] is P-rare, according to Definition 4.1. Its complement
R’ = (1, + a ) is not dense on R, but the intersection 3 n K is nonempty,
for all KE 9.

5. A SET OF UPPER SEMICONTINUOUS

FUNCTIONALS

We now introduce a family of upper semicontinuous
functionals
4: E x E + [-co, l] which, loosely speaking, measure the distance of a
vector u E E from the set of extreme points of the convex set W F(x). Both
the definition and the main properties of these functionals are taken from
c71.
By X(E) we denote the family of all nonempty closed, bounded subsets
of E. Let C be any closed ball in E. If X E X(E) and u E W X, define
a(C,X)=inf{Ily-?cll:vEC,?rEX}
y&u, X)=

A 1,

if CnWX=@,
0,
sup{;1~ [0, 11: ueA(CnWX)+
if CnWX#fa,

i
d,(u, X) = a(C, W . Y,(u, X).

(5.1
(1 -n)wXJ,

(5.2
(5.3

DIFFERENTIAL
LEMMA

5.1.

expEEX#@

if X E .X(E) and u E exp Zi X, then d,( u, X) = 0. Moreover,
andmexpWX=mX.

For the proof, see Proposition
LEMMA

5.2.
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Let X0 E x(E),

4.7 in [7].
E > 0 be given. Then there exists 6 > 0 such

that

for every XE ,X(E)

satisfJGng i% X G W X,,, h( X, X,,) < 6 and every u E E X.

Indeed, the assumption iZ8 Xc W X0 implies yc(u, X) d yc(u, X,,). This,
together with the continuity of the map X+ a(C, X) w.r.t. the Hausdorff
metric, yields the result.
Let

F be the multifunction

considered at ( 1.1). For any closed ball C E E,

define
(5.4)
LEMMA
5.3. The map dc: E x E + [ - cq l] is upper semicontinuous.
For any fixed x, the map u + #=(u, x) is concave.

Indeed, the upper semicontinuity
of yc and the concavity of the map
u + yc(u, X) (for u EW X) were proved in Propositions 4.3 and 4.2 in [7].
Since the map F is Hausdorff-continuous
and a(C, X) depends continuously on X, the above statements are clear.
Let
t”i)i2
I be a sequence of points dense on E. The family of all closed
balls centered at some ui with positive rational radius is countable, hence it
can be arranged into a sequence, say (C,),, , . Define the functional
4(4 xl = f

2 -‘4c,k

x).

j=l

LEMMA

5.4.

The map 4: E x E + [ - co, l]

is upper semicontinuous.

Moreover

d(u, x) > 0,

VUEW F(x)\F(x).

(5.6)

Proof
The first statement follows from Lemma 5.3. To prove (5.6), let
u E= F(x)\F(x).
Since F(x) is closed, there exists a rational p > 0 such that
B(u, 4p)n F(x)= 0. The density of the sequence (u~)~,, implies that
lluk - uI[ < p for some integer k. By construction, B(u,, 2~) = Cj for some j.
Observe that &u,, 2~) c B(u, 3p), hence a(C,, F(x)) > min{p, 1) > 0.
Moreover, u E Cj n W F(x), hence yc,( u, F(x)) = 1. This implies dc,(u, x) > 0,
hence Q(u, x) > 0. 1
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6. A FAMILY OF DIFFERENTIAL

INCLUSIONS WITH MEMORY

To motivate the definition of “n-level feedback” given below, a few words
of introduction are in order. In a naive attempt to prove the existence of
solutions of (l.l), one may consider the closed, nonempty set S of all
solutions of (1.2), and try to show that the subset S, of all x E S which are
solutions of (1.1) is of second Baire category in S. This will be the case if,
for every integer j, n 2 1, the set of solutions

&s,= xes: ort$c,(i(t),x(t))dr< l,n}
{
j

(6.1)

is an open dense subset of S. Indeed, (5.6) implies SF 2 (n, n Sin).
Unfortunately,
this naive approach fails when F is not Lipschitz continuous: a well-known counterexample by PliS (see [9]) shows that S,
need not be dense on S. In [7], this difficulty is overcome by considering
not the whole set of solutions S of (1.2), but a suitable closed subset S* c S
with the property that Sj” n S* is dense in S* for all j, n B 1. S* is defined
as the closure of the set of all polygonal solutions of (1.2) whose derivative
lies a.e. in the interior of W F(x).
In the present case, however, the interior of W F(x) may be empty, and a
substantially different line of proof is needed. We shall define a family
{&i~c9}
of dffi erential inclusions with memory, with the following
properties. Each 4 has a nonempty compact set Ki of solutions, with
Ki G S. If 9 = { Ki: i E S} is the collection of all such sets of solutions, for
every j, n > 1 the set S\Sj” is F-rare. Our “multivalued”
category theorem
will therefore imply
3=(-j

s,,=

#0.

i. n

(6.2)

By (5.6), every x E S is a solution of (1.1). This will establish Theorem 3.3.
The next definition was inspired by Filippov’s construction of piecewise
linear approximate solutions [l, p. 1121. Here B denotes the closed ball
B(O, 6) E E.
DEFINITION

6.1. A n-level feedback d on [0, T] x B is a triple (g,g,

consisting of
(1)

n + 1 finite partitions

of [0, T]

9 = {t& t:, ...) tpk,},

k = 1, .... n + 1,

with tf = iTIp,, pk + , being an integer multiple

of pk, for all k <n;

f)
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(2)

n finite open coverings of B

4 = {v:, ...,vg,
(3)

a finite set of continuous
x +f[i*

k = 1, .... n;

vector fields on E

, .‘., in, ilb)

with i,~ { 1, .... qk}, 1 < k < n, j E { 0, .... p,, + , - 1 }, each vector field f[ . . . ]
being defined on some open subset of E.
For tE [0, T], 1 <kdn+

1, define

rk(r)=max{tF:06i<p,,

t”Gt},

a,+,(t)=max{l:O<I<p,+,,

t;+‘<t}.

DEFINITION 6.2. An absolutely continuous
solution of d if there exist n functions
Ok. . {t(h

. . . . $-,

} +

{l,

(6.3)

. . . . qk}r

(6.4)

map y: [0, T] + E is a
l<k<n,

such that
(i)

~($1 E V&(,fj, Vi, k,

(ii) j,(r) =fCa,(r’(t)L

f~2(~*(t)),.... a,(z”(t)), u,+ ,(~)lM~))

a.e. on [0, T].
Intuitively, the velocity j(r) of a solution of the feedback I is determined
by two things: ( 1) the time t, measured by the value j = CT,,+ ,(t) of a digital
clock, (2) the position of JJ at the nodes z’(t), .... r”(t) of the partitions
9 , , .... Yn immediately preceding t. More precisely, on the interval [r:, tf+ ,)
of the kth partition Pk, j(t) depends on the set L’f of the covering 4 whose
closure containsAt;).
If y(tf) is contained in more than one set, for example J(~~)EV: n V:, then different choices are possible (in the example,
ok($) = 2 or ck(tt) = 5). However, one has to stick with the same choice
throughout the interval [t:, tf+ ,). In the following, the short notation
[i, j] = [i,, .... i,, j] will be used.
DEFINITION 6.3. Under the assumptions (Alb(A6)
in Section 3, the
n-level feedback 8’ = (9, 9, f), on [0, T] x 8, is admissible for (1.1) if, for
all i, j,

(i) f[i, j](x) E rel int CGF(x), Vx E Dom f[i, j];
(ii) the domain
of f[i, j]( .) is an open
B( V;, MT/p,) n &
505/76/l-10

neighborhood

of
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(iii) the projection of j‘[i, j](xj
interior of 7r’cEG F(x), i.e.,
f‘[i, j](x)

= 71’ :f[i,

on E’ is constant and lies in the
j](x)

+ 7~” ?f[i.

j](x)

=.f’Ci, .A +f“‘Ck .il(,~),
with
f’[i,

j] E int,.(n’oW

F(X)),

Vx E Dom f[ i, j].

7. SOLUTIONS OF ADMISSIBLE

FEEDBACKS

DEFINITION 7.1. Let d= (9, 9, f) be an n-level feedback. We call S,
the set of all solutions y( .) of 6 such that y(0) =O. For 6 E [0, 11, S$
denotes the set of all absolutely continuous z: [0, r] + E such that z(0) = 0
and there exist n functions pk: { tk, .... tik ~ , } + { 1, .... qk}, 1 < k ,< n, such
that

z(tf) E f$p,,

Vi, k

(7.1)

40 EfCrc,(T’(O), ...YB,(fYt)), Bn, ,(t)l(z(t))
+(B(O,b)nE")

a.e. on [O, T].

(7.2)

Here, as in (6.4), fin + ,(t) = max{ i: t; + ’ < t >. Intuitively, Si represents a set
of &approximate
solutions of the feedback 8. Notice that the “error”
i(t) -f[ . . . ](z(r)) must be inside the finite dimensional
space E”. Of
course, S, = Si.
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let d = (9, 9, f) be an admissiblen-level feedback for
( 1.1 ), according to Definition 6.3. Then the set S, of its solutions is nonempty
and compact. Moreover, the multivalued map 6 + Si from [0, l] into
C”( [0, T]; E) has closed graph and compact values (hence it is Hausdorffupper semicontinuous).

Proof To show that S, # 0, we shall construct a solution y of E
piecewise on the intervals [t; + ‘, t;;:] = Ii of the partition Pn + L, by induction on j. Since every 9” is a covering, for each k E ( 1, .... n} we can choose
an index a,(O) E { 1, .... qk} such that 0 E V$k(o). By conditions (ii) and (iii)
in Definition 6.3 together with (A4) in Section 3, the vector field
f[a,(O), .... a,(O), 0]( .) is defined on an open neighborhood
of the set
MT/p,,)
n
B
and
takes
values
in
a
finite-dimensional
subset
of the
4 C”,O,~
ball B(0, M - 1). Therefore, the Cauchy problem
4t)=fCa,(O),

.'.?a,(O),

Ol(u(t)),

u(O)=OEE
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has a solution y(t), defined on the interval [0, tl+ ‘1. Now assume, by
induction, that the function y has been defined up to the nodal point
t/“+kqn+,,
0 < t!‘+ ’ < T. In addition, assume that the values a,(~;) have
already
been ihosen
for all nodal
points
tk < t?+ l,
Define
I(j)=min{k:
,;+I EP,}. If k</(j),
then rk(t;+‘)<l;+i’and
crk(,‘(t;+i))
has already been defined. If r(j) <k < n, choose ak(t,” + ‘) such that
y(r;+l)E v:k(l”+l). This is possible because $ is a covering. The
admissibility of the feedback 8 implies that the Cauchy problem
a(t) =f[o,(T’(t)),

...To,(T”(t))v *,+ ,(t)l(u(t))

u(r;+‘)=?,(rJn+‘)
has a solution u( . ) on the interval Ij = [t; + ’ , .r;z,’ 1. Extend the function y
by setting ,1(t) = u(t) on Z,. By (A4) and (A6) m Section 3, y cannot escape
from the ball B within time T. By induction, the function )’ can be defined
on the whole interval [0, T]. Our construction implies that (i) and (ii) in
Definition 6.2 are both satisfied, hence y is a solution of 8.
To prove the second statement, assume that 6, + 6 and that Z, + z in
C”( [0, T]; E) with Z, E SF for all m > 1. By possibly taking a subsequence
we can assume that the discrete maps /?,, .... /.?, which appear in
Definition 7.1 are the same for all m. In particular, since z,(~:)E VFkclk),the
uniform convergence of the sequence z, to z implies
(7.3)

at all nodal points rf E Pk, k = 1, . ... n. Moreover,

for t E [r; + l, r,“:,‘],

nt,

=,(r) = 1;’ fCPl(O), .... P,(O), 01(&h)) h + ... +

where 4, is a Lipschitz continuous function from [0, T] into the linitedimensional space E”, with d,,,(O) =0 and with Lipschitz constant 6,.
Therefore, Ascoli’s theorem provides a subsequence, say b,,, converging to
some function 4, with Lipschitz constant 6. Using the continuity of the vector fields f[i, j] and recalling (7.3), we conclude that z E Si. This implies
that the map 6 + S$ has closed graph. In particular, each set Si is closed,
and such is also S, = So,. Since all functions z E Si are uniformly Lipschitz
continuous and take values inside a finite-dimensional
subspace of E, the
compactness of S; follows again from Ascoli’s theorem. 1
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8. A CLOSURE THEOREM
Let S be the family of all solutions of (1.2). We will show that the sets S,,
defined at (6.1) are relatively open in S.
THEOREM

8.1. For any closed ball CC E and any S> 0, the set
-)&(-i-(t),

x(t)) dta6

is closed in C”([O, T]; E).
Proof: Let (x,), >, be a sequence in R, d such that x,, + x uniformly on
[0, 7J. The corresponding sequence of deiivatives -f, converges weakly to
i in L*( [0, r]; E). By Mazur’s theorem, there exists a sequence of convex
combinations

‘n
t’n=c A,,k-clfk
k=l

of the i, which converges to f strongly in 15*([0, T]; E) and pointwise a.e.
on [0, r]. Fix E> 0. Using the theorems of Lusin and Egorov we obtain a
compact subset Jc [0, T] such that meas
> T - E, the restriction of f to
J is continuous, and II, converges to 1 uniformly on J. By the upper
semicontinuity of d, and the compactness of the set {(i(t), x(t)): teJ},
there exists 9 > 0 such that
d&(t),

t

Fb(t)))2d,(u,

BVWt)),

VI)--E

63.1)

i(t)11

whenever E J, IIu< q. Using Lemma 5.2 and the continuity
can find p>O such that teJ, IIy-x(t)J( <<p imply F(y)sB(F(x(t)),
d,(u, j@+(t)),

rt)) 2 d,(u, F(Y)) --E

of F, we
‘I) and
(8.2)

for all UEW F(y). Assume that Ilu,(t)-i(t)11 <q and 11x,(t)--x(t)11 <p for
all n 2 N. The concavity of the map u + d,(u, B(F(x(t)), q)) together with
(8.1), (8.2) yields
&G(t),

fl’(x(t))) 2 d,(o,(t),

@F(dt)),

2 2 &,,k d,(i

n+ktfh

k=l

2

2
k=l

~,.kdc(-~,+k(t),F(x,+k(t)))-2E

rl)) - E
B(F(x(t)),

q))--E

(8.3)
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whenever
F(x,+,(t)))

n 2 N, t E J. Since ti&~+~(f),
~,+~(t)) = 44%+k(~),
E [0, l] for a.e. t E [0, r], from (8.3) we obtain

joT),(.W,
x(t))
dc2
s,&G.(t),
W(t)))
df
2 SCr” LCd&,+k(f),

W,+,(r)))-2~1

dt

Jk=l

2

2
k=l

&,k
D

TdC(in+k(f),
0

x

n+k(t))dt-c

1

-2&T

>&&--2&T.

Since E was arbitrary,

the theorem is proved.

9. SOME GEOMETRIC

1

LEMMAS

Let Q c B(0, M) be a closed, convex subset of the Banach space E with
finite codimension. Observe that the relative interior of Q is nonempty and
dense on Q. Moreover, if V is a closed convex neighborhood of a point
o E Q, then o E rel int Q if and only if o E rel int( Vn Q). Throughout this
section, we refer to the decomposition E = E‘@E“, with E’ closed and E”
finite-dimensional,
assuming that (A2), (A3) in Section 3 hold. We remark
that, if A c Rd is compact and convex, then rel int A is the smallest convex
subset of A whose closure is A.
LEMMA 9.1. Zfyo~relint(Qn(yo+E”))
and a’(y,)Eint,.(n’(Q)),
y, E rel int Q. Conversely, if y, E rel int Q and intE.(rr’(Q)) # 0,
~‘(y,)~int,(n’(Q)).

then

theIt

Proof: The set /1= (y, + E”) n rel int Q is clearly a convex subset of
(y. + E”) n Q. By our previous remark, to prove the first statement it suffices to show that II is dense on (y. + E”) n Q. Let ORE (y,+ E”)n Q,
E> 0. By the second assumption,
there exists 6 >O such that
B(n’(y,), d)nE’zr’(Q).
Choose o,Erel int Q such that llw,-oo(l <E. Since
the projections 7c’, 71” have norm 1, this implies 7c’(oo + (8/.s)(q -w,)) E
B(n’(oo),
6) n E’ E n’(Q). Hence a’(~, + (~/E)(u~ - 0,)) = K’(w~) for some
o2 E Q. Consider the convex combination o = (6w, + EO~)/(E + 6). An easy
computation shows that w E n and 110-wall < (Sllw, - 0~11 + EIIw~ - ooll)/
(E + 6) < E+ ~ME/(E + 6). Since 6 and M are fixed while E> 0 is arbitrary,
the density of /i on (y, + E”) n Q is proved.
Conversely, assume y, E rel int Q and B( K’( y , ), p) n E’ E d(Q) for some
y,,Q,
p>O. Choose yzeQ and ,I>0 such that yo=~yI+(l-~)yz.
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implies
1

rr’(Q)z(/IB(rr’(~,),~)nE’)+

In the following, if fi is a bounded subset of IF with positive Lebesgue
measure, we consider the barycenter of a:
bar(G) =

1
meas

sR

x dx.

If A G lRd is compact and convex, bar(B(A, 1)) E A. Moreover, the map
A + bar (B(A, 1)) is Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. the Hausdorff metric
Cl, P. 771.
LEMMA 9.2.

Let A G Rd he compact and convex. Then b = bar( B(A, 1))

E rel int A.
ProoJ:

It suffices to prove that, if I,$ is a linear functional

on Rd and

$(b) = max{ $(x): x E A},

(9.1)

then $ is constant on A. Call f the hyperplane {x E Rd: $(x) = $(b)} and
let S(x) be the point symmetric to x w.r.t. r, i.e., S(x) = x + 2(n(x) -x),
K(X) being the perpendicular projection of x on IY Define
B+ = {xEB(A,

1): $(x)>+(b)},

B,=B+uS(B+),

B, = B( A, 1 )\B, .

Notice that, if (9.1) holds, then B, E B(A, 1).
If meas
> 0, using well-known properties of the barycenter and the
linearity of 1+5,we obtain

Icl(b)
=meas(
meas(B1)
.~(b,)+me~~~~~~2:,r-~(b2),
(9.2)
B( A, 1))
3
where b,, bz are the barycenters of B,, B,, respectively. By symmetry,
t&b,) = tj(b). Since I&X) c $(b) for every XE B2, we have $(b2) < +(b) and
(9.2) yields a contradiction. Therefore meas
= 0, from which one easily
deduces B, = 0 and A C_I-, completing the proof. 1
LEMMA 9.3. Let x -+ Q(x) be a Hausdorff
continuous multifunction
defined on an open set iJ E E, with closed convex values contained in the ball
B(0, M) E E= E’OE”.
Assume y,,~Q(x,)
and rr’(~~,,)~int..~‘(Q(x,)).
Then, for every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that

~[‘(~~)~int~n’(Q(x)nB(y,,~)),

Vx E B( x0, 6 ).

(9.3)

DIFFERENTIAL

Proof
By Lemma 3.2 and the Hausdorff
p’, 6’ > 0 such that
E’ n &‘(.Y,),

2~‘) E
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continuity

of Q, there exist

vx E B(x,, S’).

~‘(Q(x)),

Choose p E (0, p’) such that p + 2Mp/p’ <E, and 6 E (0,6’) such that
vx E qx,,

QCWWY~~P)+~~

6).

Let ZE E’, llz - rc’(yO)ll < p. The lemma will be proved by showing that, if
11x-x011 < 6, then z=x’(y)
for some y~Q(x)nB(y,,s).
Choose any
yi E Q(x) n B(y,, p). If ~c’(y,) = z we are done. Otherwise, define

z - CY,)
z’=z+ Ilz-&(y*)ll
Since z’~@rr’(y,),
p’+p),
deduce z = a’(y) with

z’=~‘(y~)

Y=(ll~-cY,)ll

(9.4)

p’.

for some yz~Q(x).

From (9.4) we

1’2+ P’YLMP’+ lb-n’(.Y,)Il).

The choice of p implies
IIJ’-y

0II<Ilz-x’(yl)li
1

P’

<-

proving (9.3).

IIy 2 -y 0 II+lIy

I -y

0

II

2MP
+p<c,
P’

1

LEMMA
9.4. With the same assumptions of Lemma 9.3, for every E> 0
there exists a neighborhood V of x0 such that the map

x+A(x)=Q(x)n&yo,E)n(yo+E”)

is Hausdorff continuous on V.
Proof: The map A has closed graph and its values are compact subsets
of the finite-dimensional
affine space y. + E”. Hence A is Hausdorff upper
semicontinuous on its domain. To show that A is also lower semicontinuous, we use Lemma 9.3 and choose an open neighborhood V of x0 such
that

71’(YO)Eint,.7c’(Q(x)n~B(vo,

G)),

QXE V.

(9.5)
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Fix any 1 E V and any j E A(Z). Since A(.?) is compact,
prove that, for every q > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that

it is enough to

VSE B(1, 6).

d(.F, At-u)) d rl,

(9.6)

By (9.5), there exists 1’ E Q(a) n B( yO, s/2) such that rr’( y) = n’(j) = rr’( yO).
Choose A > 0 sufficiently small so that, setting yi = 2~ + ( 1 - 1) j E B( y,, E),
one has 11y;. - l;lI < q/2. Choose q’ E (0, q/2) so small that B(y,, q’) c
B( yO, E). A new application of Lemma 9.3 provides the existence of 6 > 0
such that 11x- 211< 6 implies
n’(~d E +(Q(x)

n &Y,, rl’)).

(9.7)

From (9.7) we deduce that, whenever IIx - ZlI < 6, there exists y such that
y~Q(~)nB(),;,9’)n(y~+~)cA(x).
Therefore d( j, A(s)) < IIj -yAII + IIJrj- - yll < q/2 + q’ < q, proving (9.6).

1

COROLLARY 9.5. If the assumptions (Al b(A6) in Section 3 hold, then
there exists a continuous vector field g: B(0, 2p) + E such that, for all x,

g’(x) E rel int W F(x),
7c’(i(x)) = co’,

(9.8)
(9.9)

nlhere o’ is the point consideredat (A5).
Proof For XE B(O,2p),
g(x) = bar(B(A(x), 1) n (a’+
to the Lebesgue measure on
The Lemmas 9.1 and 9.2 now
from Lemma 9.4. [

set A(x) =W F(x)n (of+ E”), and define
I?‘)), the barycenter being taken with respect
the afline, finite-dimensional
space o’+ E”.
imply (9.8), while the continuity of 2 follows

LEMMA 9.6. Let all of the assumptionsin Theorem 3.3 hold. Let

E >

0,

5 E B(O,26), v E rel int W F( 5) be given. For a fixed closed ball C c E, consider the function d, defined at (5.3). Then there exist a neighborhood V of 5,
finitely many continuousfunctions g, , .... g,: V --+E, and rational coefficients
A1, .... A,,,> 0 with the following properties:
(i)

ZF=,

Jk = 1,

(ii)
(iii)

yk(x) E rel int W F(x),
g;=n’(g,(x))EintE(rr’os

(iv)

Z.,“= , bgb = 74v),

F(x )) is independent of x,

DIFFERENTIAL

(v)
(vi)
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llu-I,“=, 1,g,(x,)ll <-%
dc(gk(xh 6~)) < 6

for every x, x,, .... xN E V, k = 1, .... N.
Proof.
Call Et the closed affine subspace generated by W F(5). Let z*
be a strongly exposed point of W F(5). By Lemma 5.1, d,(z*, F(e)) =O.
Using the upper semicontinuity
of d,, we can find a point
L-E rel int -dii F(l), close to z*, and S > 0 such that

(9.10)
(9.11)
Since u E rel int W F(r), X’(U) E intFrt’(m F(x)). Moreover,
y’ E W F(r) and a rational number q E (0, l] such that
u=qz+(l-yI)

y’.

there

exist
(9.12)

By Lemma 5.1, there exist finitely many elements y;, .... y; E exp W F(t)
and rational coefficients q2, .... qN > 0 such that

Since d,( y;) =0 and d, is upper semicontinuous,
int W F(t) suffkiently close to yb, we still have

II
Y’-

2
k=2

<

‘Ikyk

by choosing yk~ rel

(9.13)

61,

II

k = 2, .... N.

(9.14)

Define
y,=z+i

u-qz-(1-q)

i

qiyi

A,=?,

A,=(1

k = 2, .... N.

-‘t)tlk,

By (9.13), (9.14), and the upper semicontinuity
a neighborhood v’ of 5 such that

II

EB(z,S)nWF(t),
>

k=2

of d,, there exists p > 0 and

N

U-

c

xikUk

dc(ukv

CE,

(9.15)

<E

(9.16)

I/

k=l
F(X))
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for every s E c”, k E { I, .... NI, l’k E B(.rk, [I). Using Lemma 9.4, WCcan find
a neighborhood Vc v’ of < such that the multifunctions

are defined and continuous
g,(x)

on V. For XE V, k = 1, .... N, deline

= bar(B(A,(x),

1) n (~9~+ E”)),

the barycenter being taken with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the
finite-dimensional,
afhe space ~3~+ E”.
The continuity of g, now follows from the Hausdorff continuity of A,,
condition (ii) is a consequence of Lemmas 9.1 and 9.2, while (v) and (vi)
follow from (9.15), (9.16). respectively. By construction, the remaining conditions (i), (iii), and (iv) clearly hold. This completes the proof. [
10. AN APPROXIMATION THEOREM
THEOREM 10.1. Let 6 = (9, 9, f) he an admissible n-level feedback for
( 1.1). Let C be a closed ball in E, 6 > 0. Then there exists an admissible
(n + 1)-level.fiedback
d = (,@, d, f) such that
and

Proof:
Let E* be the finite-dimensional
space spanned by E” and by the
vector fields f [i, j] of 8. Set Q = E* n 8, where B = B(0, p) G E, as usual.
For every fixed tl E Sz, denote by f(t) the set of multiindexes i = (i,, .... i,)
such that
5 E B( V;,

W/P,,).

(10.1)

By the definition of admissible feedback, i E r(r) implies that, for all j, the
domain off [i, j] is an open neighborhood of r. Applying Lemma 9.6 to all
vector fields f [i, j] with i E f(r), we deduce the existence of a radius pc > 0,
a finite set of vector fields g,, .... g, defined on S(& pc), and rational coefficients i, [i, j], .... 1,[i, j] 2 0 satisfying the following conditions:
(CL)

B(&p,)~Domj‘[i,

(C2)

IlfCk jl(.y) -fCi.jl(t)ll

j];

<d/2;

DIFFERENTIAL

(C3)
(C4)

gk(x) E rel int iZ5 F(x);
g; = n’ogk(x) E int,.(n’oW

(C5)

4k,(X)~

m))
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F(x)) is independent

of x;

< 6;

(C6) IX,“=I AAir A= 1;
C,“= ,A Ci A g; = x’ 3fCk A(x) = f’ Ci,A;
(C8) Ilf’ci A(t) - C,“=, Uk A gk(xk)ll <d/2

(C7)

whenever x, x 1, .... x,~B(t,

pt;), iEr(t),

k= 1, .... N,

together with
(C9)

Vi E (1, .-, q,),

B( V:, MT@,)

if

5 $ &V:,

MT/p,),

then

WC, pe) n

= @a.

Repeat
the above construction
for every tl E Q. The family
(B(59 P<Pb tl EC> is an open covering of the compact set Q. Let
pm
P$2h I= 2, *“? CL+1 } be a finite subcovering. Choose an integer multiple $, + , of p, + , such that

Tlb n + , < min{ p$2M; 1 = 2, .... 8, + , > A 6/2M.

(10.2)

Call gi, A:[i, j] respectively the vector fields and the rational coefficients
constructed in connection with the point tr, I= 2, .... 4,,+, , k = 1, . ... N,.
We are now ready to define the feedback 6.
Partitions.

Set 4 = 9, for 1 d k d n and define
&+*

= ($‘l:

i=o,

.... en+,}

with $+ I = iT/j.j,+ I. Recalling that the coefficients 1: are all rational,
exist integers p and mk[i, j] such that

44, il = 44

A/P

there
(10.3)

for all k, f, i, j. Set entz = p .p,,+ I and define
8 n+Z=(f^r+2:i=0,...,Ijn+2},

with

$‘+2=iT/@,+t.

Coverings.
Set ‘& = $ iff k = 1, .... n. To construct the last covering
define fi+’ = B(c,, pJ2). The above sets fi+ I now
%+I, for/=2,...,4,+,
cover 0. To obtain a covering of B, one more set must be added. The
compactness of Q implies that the distance
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is strictly positive. Define
~~+‘={xEE:l/.ull<2~,d(x,8)>p,/2j.

(10.4)

Then g,,, , = ( fi +’ ; I= 1, .... g,,, ,) is an open covering of B.
Functions.
Set $,[i, j] =0 for every i, j, 1, and define f“(t) =
max{if: 0 < i < pk, i: d t} as i? (6.3). Call o = T/J?,,+~ the length of
the intervals of the partition gn + 2. If i = (i, , .... i,) is a multi-index,
} and r E (0, .... @,,+ 2 - 1) to define p[i, 1, r] we consider two
~E(lr...,4n+,
cases.
Case 1. 12 2 and i E r(tr),

i.e., 5,~ B( Vi, MT/p,). Since the new par$ + L is liner than the old partition Pn+, , there exists a unique
j=j(r)~{O,...,p,+,-1)
such that Z=[~“+l(rO),t^n+l(r#)+T/~,+,)~
[$.‘+I, t::[)
(i.e., t;+‘=~“+‘(m)).
By conditions (Cl) and (CS), on the
ball B(<,, p,) the vector fieldf[i, j] can be approximated by a convex combination of the vector fields g: with coefficients $[i, j], k = 1, .... N,. To
“track” a solution of the differential equation i(t) =f[i, j](x( t)) on the
interval I, a solution y( .) of the new feedback 6 should satisfy the
equations j(t) = g:( y( t)) on subintervals I, E Z whose lengths are proportional to Ai[i, j]. With this in mind, we define
tition

y[i, f, r] = max

{

k 2 1: ?‘+ ‘(ro)

(10.5)
(10.6)
Otherwise stated, f[i,
Zk=

[

I, r] = g: whenever [rw, (r + l)o]
Q”+l(ro)+p

+.T

c Z,, with

--& 1;: GCi, .Ar)l, fn+ ‘(r~)
(10.7)

i Ui,i(r)l].

Pn+l m=cJ

Case2.

I= 1 or i 4 r(t,).

In this case we set

f[i, L r](x) = t?(x),

vx E B(0,2p ),

where 2 is the vector field constructed in Corollary

9.5.

Let us show that the (n + 1)-level feedback 8 is admissible for (1.1). If

DIFFERENTIAL
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p[i, I, j] = gk, as in Case 1, then the properties (i) and (iii) in Definition
follow from (C3) and (C4), respectively. Moreover, (10.2) implies

6.3

which proves (ii). In Case 2, f[i, I, r] = 2 and all conditions (i)-(iii) are
clearly satisfied. Hence 6 is admissible. By Proposition 7.2, the set of
solutions Sd. is therefore nonempty and compact.
Now consider any YES&. Define o,+,(t)=max{r:~+2<t}
and let
f + { 1, .. .. dk}, k = 1, .... n + 1 be such that
gk. . { i,k, . ..) ikkP,
1 <k<n+

Y@) E &;:p

1, O<i<@,,

3w=3C~,(w))~...7=,+,(fn+W

~,+*(~)l(Y(~))

(10.8)
(10.9)

a.e. on [0, T]. We claim that the vector fieldsf[ .,-I with actually occur in
(10.9) are all defined according to Case 1. This will be a consequence of the
next lemma. To shorten the notation, we write a,(t) = a,(s^“(t)).
LEMMA

10.2. In the above setting, one has
y(fy+‘)&,
5 o,+,&@‘:m

MT/i%),

ViE (0, .... A+ ,>

(10.10)

Vte [0, T].

(10.11)

The statements (lO.lO), (10.11) will be proved together, by induction on
ie (0, .... a,+, }. Assume that (10.10) holds for all is2 I and that (10.11)
holds whenever t E [0, i: + l ). In particular, for t E Z, = [i: + ’ , Fz,’ ), (10.8)
and (10.10) imply ~~+,(t)=(~~+,(t, “” + ‘) > 2, because the closure of Vy + ’
does not intersect Q. Assume that (10.11) fails for some t E I,. Then the
condition (C9) implies
R4 o.+,(r)r~a.+,~l))n~(~~~~,,,~T/~,)=O.
We now have
-y(f”(t)) E c,(t)?
Yw+ ‘(t)) E w,“+,m

Po.+,4)

E

mr,+,,r)v Po,+,(r))9

together with the Lipschitz condition
IIY(r^“+l (t))-

y(r^“(t))ll ~M.(~“+‘(t)-Q”(t))~MT/~,,

reaching a contradiction. This establishes (10.11) for all t E [0, e;,‘). In
particular, we now know that, for t E [t+ ‘, c:,‘), the vector fields j’[ -,-I
occurring in (10.9) are defined according to Case 1. To prove (lO.lO),
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(C4) and (C7) together with the definitions

=&.fP,ilEE*,

(10.12)

where [i,j] = [a,(?+‘),
.... a,,(?+‘), t”+‘(i:+‘)],
/=o,,+,(i:+‘).
Because of the inductive hypothesis, (10.12) implies ,,(i:c/) E Q because
no solution y E Sj can escape from B = B(0, p) within time T. By induction,
the lemma is proved. 1
We now return to the proof of Theorem 10.1. By Lemma 10.2, Case 2
never applies, hence for a.e. t E [0, T], j-(t) = g:(y(t)) for some k, I
depending on t. Condition (C5) now yields

It remains to prove that JJE B(Si, 6). Define z( .) as the polygonal function
which coincides with J- at each node i; + ’ of the partition 4” + , and is linear
on each interval Cc;,‘, e+ ‘1; in { 1, .... pa+, }. Since y has Lipschitz
constant M, (10.2) implies

IIAt) - dt)ll G 4

‘ire [0, T].

We claim that z E Si. For 1 <k 6 n, set /Ik = ok. By construction, for
k < n the coverings 9” in the feedbacks E and 6 coincide. Hence (7.1) is an
immediate consequence of (6.5). To prove (7.2), fix an arbitrary interval
I,= [i;k+‘, if=, ) of the partition & + i. For t E I,, call
[i, j] = [Ii,, ....

in, A = CB,(rl(t)h ...?B,(~“(t))?A+ L(t)19

Ci,1,gn+Z(t)l= Co,(f’(t))3 ...ta,(z^“(t))* fl,+l(f”+‘(t)),

a,+,(t)l.

For t E I,, both y(t) and z(t) remain inside B(<,, P,). By the definitions, we
have
(10.13)
3(t) =PCi 1, ~n+z(t)l(Y(t)h
1
i(t) =
fCi 1,a,+2(s)l(~(s)) ds
=

with Zk defined at (10.7).

(10.14)
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Using (C7) together with (10.5) and (10.6), from (10.14) we deduce

C(f)) = kg, &$, A .n’ki(y(t))) =f’Ck A.
Moreover

(10.15)

(C2) and (C8) imply

IlfCk A Cz(t))- 4t)ll
+ fCi, A(t,)- k=l
2 A’[’
il (meas(r,)fIk
k ”
II

g’(Y(s))“)il

<d/2 + 612.

(10.16)

Together, (10.15) and (10.16) yield (7.2). This completes
Theorem 10.1. 1

11. COMPLETION

the proof of

OF THE PROOF

Let { 4: in S} be the family of all admissible n-level feedbacks (n 2 1) for
the Cauchy problem (l.l), according to Definition 6.3. Notice that this
family is nonempty. Indeed, using the assumptions (Al )-(A6) in Section 3,
an admissible l-level feedback d = (9, Q, f) on [0, T] x B can be easily
constructed by setting 9, = gz = (0, T}, 9, = { V, } = { B(O,2p)) and letting
j-consist of the single vector field f[ 1, 0] = 2 defined in Corollary 9.5. For
every in S, define the set of solutions Ki = S,, which is nonempty and
compact by Proposition 7.2. Set 9 = {Ki: in Y}. As in Section 6, let S be
the family of all solutions of (1.2) and consider the sets S,, defined at (6.1).
By Theorem 8.1, the sets Rj,,= s\Sj, are all closed. To prove that they are
F-rare, let d be any admissible n-level feedback and let E> 0, j, n > 1 be
given. By Proposition 7.2 there exists 6 >O such that Sic B(S,, e/2).
Moreover, Theorem 10.1 provides an admissible (n + 1)-level feedback 6
such that SB G B(Si, e/2) E B(S,, E) and

This shows that the sets Rj,, are F-rare.
that
s=n

Sjn#O.
i, 11

Therefore, Theorem 4.3 implies
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Using Lemma 5.4, we conclude that every y E 3 is actually
(1.1). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.

a solution

of
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